Built to last and packed full of running trolley hoist is in a league of tough enough to conquer today's most inadequate package hoists when you can horsepower, the Terminator T30 Series tops its own. This state-of-the-art lifting machine is demanding applications. So why waste time with Terminate your competition today.

THE TERMINATOR T30 COMES STANDARD WITH THE FOLLOWING FEATURES:

- CMAA Class D service
- 5-25 Ton capacities available
- 10-30 Horsepower available
- True vertical lift
- Built-up construction
- Ease of maintenance
- Low headroom design
- Rotating axle trolley
- Upper and lower limit switches
- Heat treated wheels
- 2-year limited warranty
- NEMA 12 control enclosure
- All motors are 60 min., TENV, Class “F” insulation, with motor klixon
- Vector control on hoist
- Trolley controls are variable frequency-V/F
- Variable or multi-step hoist and trolley Speed control
- 24:1 Drum and sheave to rope ratio

Please call for a list of options 800.431.4ACE
At ACE TRUCKS, we never compromise quality. Every component is tested and inspected during each step of manufacturing. We manufacture 90% of our parts, keeping control of quality at ACE. It is the unwavering commitment to excellence that has made ACE END TRUCKS the name customers depend on.

Performance of quality does not apply only to our manufactured product. We realize the importance of customer service and parts availability. Our reputation is built on satisfied customers.

Our experienced engineers, customer service personnel and sales staff are knowledgeable, efficient and committed to the business ethics of ACE TRUCKS that has established a superb reputation in the industry. When you purchase an ACE END TRUCK you are buying a product where commitment, services and experience assures quality.

VALUE

- COMPETITIVE PRICES
- BEST DELIVERY IN THE INDUSTRY
- SUPERIOR SERVICE
- TOTAL RELIABILITY GIVES YOU TOTAL SAVINGS

MAKE IT A COMPLETE PACKAGE

Add a pair of Ace Trucks to your Terminator and receive an additional discount.

DESIGN FEATURES

- Highest maximum wheel loads in the industry
- Wheels (rotating axle) are heat treated double flange flat tread machined steel (400 BHN)
- Wheels (fixed axle) are heat treated double flange flat tread machined steel (320 BHN)

Engineered Lifting Systems, LLC
1630 Headland Drive
Fenton, MO 63026
Call toll free 866-1200
www.engineeredlifting.com